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Edge Seed

After Richard Skelton

dying

edge seed
they will place and make outwards

outwards dying
after remnants

(rowan)

the moorland
go heart and will for it in time

moorland
go reach richer place
make others

will

make to the trees and the heart

and make the edge bracken

thriving to follow moorland

go oak seed

(pine)

It’s bracken and broom
they (broom)
the moorland unhindered

nature remake again
let bare outwards

dying trees and after
Water

For Rhys Trimble
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Note on the Text

I chose Richard Skelton’s poem “Into the Bare Moorland” in Issue 12 (2013) as a result of experimenting with site-specific poetry, placing myself in a certain environment at a certain time. I responded to the poem by only using certain words from Skelton’s poem. “Into the Bare Moorland” is, in turn, adapted from a prose work by Graham Bell.

‘Water’ is a response to Rhys Trimble’s poem “Dwr” that appeared in Vol 14. Issue 1 (2015). My version of the poem is a traditional cut-up of the source material. This follows the time-honoured tradition of poets writing to, about and with (knowingly or not) other poets.
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